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A li5le about us…

2005

DAC Solu4on Centre
●
–
–
–

Unique partnership established
The University of Salford
Greater Manchester Police
Landeskriminalamt Niedersachsen (DE)
(State Criminal Police of Lower Saxony)
– DSP-groep (NL)

● Engagement with pracBBoners and access
real-world problems / opportuniBes
● Joint projects

A li5le about us…
● 20 years experience using design research to understand and address
complex issues (Davey & WooLon, 1999–2021), including:
– Designing out criminal opportunity
– Urban crime
– Terrorism
– Sustainable urban environments
– Community policing
– Engagement of civil society
– Corporate social responsibility
– Vulnerable young people
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A li5le about us…
● 20 years experience using design research to understand and address
complex issues (Davey & WooLon, 1999–2021), including:
– Designing out criminal opportunity
– Urban crime
– Terrorism
– Sustainable urban environments
– Community policing
– Engagement of civil society
– Corporate social responsibility
– Vulnerable young people
● Employs the design process as an organising framework for delivery of
human-centred, transdisciplinary research

EU Security Research

EU Security Research
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EU Security Research

Society

Technology
✜
✜
✜
✜

Military

Terrorism
Organised crime
Disasters
Cybercrime

Human

Narrow ‘technology’ focus
● Flawed percepBon that technology is somehow intrinsic to security
“Technology itself cannot guarantee security, but security
without the support of technology is impossible.”
SOURCE: Group of PersonaliBes, EU Security Research Programme, 2004

– No real deﬁniJon of what exactly is meant by “technology”
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Cri4que
● EU Security Research programme appears to support
the creaBon of a surveillance society
● Ethical issues (when menBoned) are narrowly deﬁned
and under researched
● Recent posiBve developments
– Inclusion of non-technology oriented projects, such as radicalisaJon
and restoraJve jusJce
– Crime and insecurity covered—including domesJc violence
– PrevenJon also starJng to be covered within the programme
However, tradi4onal EU security discourse s4ll dominates

Cri4que
●
–
–

–

However, tradi4onal EU security discourse s4ll dominates
New topics tend to be considered within a technology / defenceoriented discourse
Crime is referred to as ‘peWy crime’
Focus on robbery, burglary and violence—whereas vandalism,
anJsocial behaviour and feelings of insecurity are also covered
within crime prevenJon
Calls are prescripJve and conservaJve

A diﬀerent approach?
An alterna4ve vision for European Security Research funding
● InnovaBve and appropriate use of technology
– Currently technology-led, but tries to promote technology that
oYen does not suit the user or context
– Technology should not drive the security research process

A diﬀerent approach?
Performance/
productivity
requirements

Technology Spiral

Technological
“Opportunity”

An alterna4ve vision for European Security Research funding
● InnovaBve and appropriate use of technology
– Currently technology-led, but tries to promote technology that
Users over-whelmed by
Maintainers over-whelmed
Managers over-whelmed
oYen
does /not
suit the user
or context
complexity
alternatives
by complexity
by data
– Technology should not drive the security research process
Designers infuse
technology
(technology seen as a
panacea)

Designers react by
producing
technology “fixes”
(infusing more technology)

Increased
complexity in use

Increased maintenance
complexity

Performance shortfall
(particularly relative to early
inflated expectations)

Increased management
complexity

William B. Rouse, 1985

A diﬀerent approach?
●
–
–
–
–

An alterna4ve vision for European Security Research funding
InnovaBve and appropriate use of technology
Currently technology-led, but tries to promote technology that
oYen does not suit the user or context
Technology should not drive the security research process
Human-centred and appropriately designed technology can
create and support security
There do exist truly human-centred and innovaJve uses of technology
For example, Callisto conﬁdenJal sexual
assault reporJng pla[orm for students

Prac4ce-based innova4on in preven4ng, inves4ga4ng &
mi4ga4ng high-impact pe5y crime

This project has received funding from the European Union Horizon 2020
Research & Innovation Programme under grant agreement No. 787100

Who is CCI?
Six Law Enforcement Agencies
● The NaBonal Police of the Netherlands (NL) – NPN
● Greater Manchester Police (UK) – GMP
● Politsei- ja Piirivalveamet (Estonian Police & Border Guard)(EE) – PJP
● Policia Municipal de Lisboa (Municipal Police of Lisbon)(PT) – CML
● Landeskriminalamt Niedersachsen (State Criminal Police of Lower
Saxony)(DE) – LKA
● Departament d’Interior – Generalitat de Catalunya (ES) – INT

Who is CCI? – the consortium

Introduc4on to CCI
Objec4ves
● To enable LEAs and security policymakers to adopt a preventaBve,
evidence-based and sustainable approach to tackling high-impact
pe5y crime
● To support six LEAs in researching and innovaBng pracBcal,
evidence-based tools that meet end-users needs and opera4onal
contexts

Introduc4on to CCI
Four ‘Focus Areas’
● PredicBve Policing – NPN & LKA
● Community Policing – GMP & CML
● Crime PrevenBon through Urban Design & Planning (CP-UDP) – PJP & GMP
● Measuring & miBgaBng ciBzens’ feelings of insecurity – INT & LKA
NOTE: These Focus Areas were not speciﬁed by the EU or by the project

coordinator — they were selected by the LEAs

Cutting Crime Impact
Innovating security solutions with
human-centred design
Part One
Community Policing
– the core of policing by consent

Community Policing – the theory
● SomeBmes referred to as ‘neighbourhood policing’ or ‘proximity
policing’, Community policing is a philosophy that promotes
organisaBonal strategies that support the systemaBc use of
partnerships and problem-solving techniques to proacBvely
address the immediate condiBons that give rise to public safety
issues such as crime, social disorder, and fear of crime.
● Community policing is delivered by:
– Community police oﬃcers patrolling a territory or neighbourhood
– Working in partnership with key stakeholders

Community Policing – UK background
● Sir Robert Peel – Metropolitan Police Act of
1829
– Parish constables and watchmen patrolling
streets of London formalised into a ‘New Police’
– Instructed to prevent crime by patrolling on foot,
checking the security of buildings and
apprehending ‘suspicious persons’
– Adopted a ‘beat’ structure, with each constable
responsible for a small geographic patch
– This ‘jigsaw’ structure provided the basic
framework for BriJsh Policing
SOURCE: Higgins, A. (2018) The Future of Neighbourhood Policing.

The Police FoundaBon: London, UK.

Community Policing – Peelian principles
● Nine principles set out in the ‘General InstrucBons’ issued to
every new police oﬃcer from 1829
– Principles likely devised by the ﬁrst Commissioners of Police,
Charles Rowan and Richard Mayne

Community Policing – Peelian principles
✤

To prevent crime and disorder, as an alternaBve to their repression by military force and severity of legal punishment.

✤

To recognise always that the power of the police to fulﬁl their funcBons and duBes is dependent on public approval of their existence,
acBons and behaviour, and on their ability to secure and maintain public respect.

✤

To recognise always that to secure and maintain the respect and approval of the public means also the securing of the willing
co-operaBon of the public in the task of securing observance of laws.

✤

To recognise always that the extent to which the co-operaBon of the public can be secured diminishes proporBonately the necessity of
the use of physical force and compulsion for achieving police objecBves.

✤

To seek and preserve public favour, not by pandering to public opinion, but by constantly demonstraBng absolutely imparBal service to
law, in complete independence of policy, and without regard to the jusBce or injusBce of the substance of individual laws, by ready
oﬀering of individual service and friendship to all members of the public without regard to their wealth or social standing, by ready
exercise of courtesy and friendly good humour, and by ready oﬀering of individual sacriﬁce in protecBng and preserving life.

✤

To use physical force only when the exercise of persuasion, advice and warning is found to be insuﬃcient to obtain public co-operaBon
to an extent necessary to secure observance of law or to restore order, and to use only the minimum degree of physical force which is
necessary on any parBcular occasion for achieving a police objecBve.

✤

To maintain at all Bmes a relaBonship with the public that gives reality to the historic tradiBon that the police are the public and that
the public are the police, the police being only members of the public who are paid to give full-Bme aLenBon to duBes which are
incumbent on every ciBzen in the interests of community welfare and existence.

✤

To recognise always the need for strict adherence to police-execuBve funcBons, and to refrain from even seeming to usurp the powers
of the judiciary of avenging individuals or the State, and of authoritaBvely judging guilt and punishing the guilty.

✤

To recognise always that the test of police eﬃciency is the absence of crime and disorder, and not the visible evidence of police acBon
in dealing with them.
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Community Policing – the background
● The style of policing the beat model encouraged has been
celebrated as uniquely BriBsh and uniquely consensual, from at
least the 1930s to the present day
SOURCE: Higgins, A. (2018) The Future of Neighbourhood Policing. The Police FoundaBon: London, UK.

– Locally focused
– PreventaJve (theoreJcally)
– Delivered by consistent, familiar, uniformed civilians

Community Policing – by consent
● ‘Consent of the governed’ refers to the idea that a government's
legiBmacy and moral right to use state power is only jusBﬁed and
lawful when consented to by the people or society over which
that poliBcal power is exercised.
SOURCE: hLps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consent_of_the_governed

– ArJcle 21 of the United NaJons' 1948 Universal DeclaraJon of
Human Rights states that “The will of the people shall be the
basis of the authority of government”

Community Policing – In pracKce
Europe contains mul4ple poli4cal histories impac4ng policing
● In Spain, Community Policing is a newer approach, with
democraBsaBon starBng aner the death of the dictator Francisco
Franco (November 1975)
● In Portugal, dictatorship came to end in 1970
Policing impacted by European conﬂicts
● For example, percepBons of policing aﬀected by WWII
– Impact of occupaJon / perceived collaboraJon

Community Policing – In UK pracKce
●
●
●
–

UK a stable liberal democracy since c.1689 Bill of Rights
Policing reform in nineteenth century by Robert Peel
Long history of Community (Neighbourhood) Policing
CiJzens expect to see police oﬃcers patrolling streets on foot

Community Policing – The PCSO
● Police Community Support Oﬃcers (PCSOs)
– Introduced in UK in 2002
– Focused on reducing crime and anJsocial behaviour

Community Policing – The PCSO
● Police Community Support Oﬃcers (PCSOs)
– Introduced in UK in 2002
– Focused on reducing crime and anJsocial behaviour
●
–
–
–

Limited police powers
No powers of arrest
Cannot formerly interview or process prisoners
Cannot invesJgate crimes

● Diﬀerent uniform
– Do not normally wear the tradiJonal Custodian
helmet

Community Policing – In pracKce
● Community Policing is primarily delivered by dedicated
Community / Neighbourhood Police Oﬃcers
– Patrolling on foot, by bike and/or in vehicles
– Engaging with ciJzens and local businesses
– Working in partnership with key stakeholders to address
community problems

Community Policing vs responsive policing
●
●
–
–

Police oﬃcers onen must respond to incidents or emergencies
Focused on ‘catching criminals’
If patrolling, do so in vehicles
Diﬃcult to commit to meeJngs with key stakeholders as
expected to respond to incidents

Community Policing – tensions
● Austerity budget cuts since 2010 have reduced oﬃcer numbers
● Forces have had to focus on immediate policing prioriBes to
manage crime levels
● Less resource to focus on strategic approaches like
community policing
– Police beat areas enlarged to cope with fewer oﬃcers
– Diﬃculty in patrolling on foot due to increased beat size
– PCSOs diverted from neighbourhood patrolling to support other
police funcJons
– At least one force has eliminated the PSCO role altogether

Improving Community Policing
● Community Policing is necessarily human-centred
● Improvement requires supporBng meaningful community
engagement acBviBes
– InvesJng in oﬃcers ‘on the beat’ patrolling communiJes
– Valuing and sustaining relaJonships with community and partner
agency stakeholders
● Need to recognise potenBal for Community Policing to be
undermined by technology soluBons
● Don’t want to inadvertently “Kill the goose that lays the
golden egg”

Improving Community Policing
● Don’t want to inadvertently “Kill the goose that lays the
golden egg”
The golden egg being:
– Criminal intelligence
– Counter Terrorism intelligence (e.g. counter radicalisaJon)
– Reduced delinquency — through improved engagement with
young people
– Increased trust in policing — through improved engagement
with, for example, hard to reach communiJes
So how should you develop tools to support Community Policing?

Cutting Crime Impact
Innovating security solutions with
human-centred design
Part Two
Developing truly supportive Policing tools
– The CCI approach

The “Design Approach”?
● Broad deﬁniBon of 'design'

The “Design Approach”?

design

● Broad deﬁniBon of 'design'

The “Design Approach”?
● Broad deﬁniBon of 'design'
“Design is not just what it looks like
and feels like… Design is how it works.”
Steve Jobs

● Includes: Products; services; environments;
communicaKons; systems; and processes
●
–
–
–
–

Design approaches and theories:
User-centred design
Systems design
Design Thinking
Human-Centred Design

The “Design Approach”?
● CCI focuses on innova4on and ‘end user-centredness’
● CCI focuses on problem framing and opBmising solu4on adop4on
● Innova4on in the context of design discipline
– Industrial design; product design; service design; process design;
communicaJon design
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CCI project process
● Design research process
– AcJon research
Research ini+ated to solve an immediate problem.
Reﬂec+ve process of progressive problem solving led by
individuals working with others in teams or as part of a
"community of prac+ce" to improve the way they address issues
and solve problem

Human-centred design
● Places the human being at the centre of the design process
– Focuses on humans within a designed system
● Developed in the systems design ﬁeld
– In response to problems caused by designs that were overly
focused on technology

Human-centred design
● Avoids Technology Spiral by concentraBng on the people
throughout a system/product design
– The nature of their roles and needs
– How their roles can be supported
– How their needs can be met
● Human-centred objecBves rather than technology
drive the design process

Human-centred design
● Human-centred objecBves rather than technology
drive the design process
1. Enhance human abiliBes
– Human abiliJes should be idenJﬁed, understood and culJvated
2. Overcome human limitaBons
– IdenJfy these and devise compensatory mechanisms / processes
3. Foster human acceptance
– Understand and address preferences, concerns and values

Human-centred design
● Human-centred design ‘boLom-up’ rather than ‘top-down’
● Supports problem deﬁniBon and ‘re-framing’
“We fail more oYen because we solve the wrong problem than
because we get the wrong soluJon to the right problem.”
Russell Lincoln Ackoﬀ, Redesigning the Future: A Systems Approach to Societal Problems, 1974

Human-centred design
● Focuses on human capabiliBes, agency and responsibility and
oﬀers an alternaBve perspecBve
Example: What is the purpose of Predic4ve Policing?
The purpose of “PredicJve policing is the collecJon and analysis
of data… for idenJﬁcaJon and… predic+on of individuals or… areas
with an increased probability of criminal acJvity to help developing
policing interven+on and prevenJon strategies and tacJcs.”
SOURCE

: Albert Meijer & MarBjn Wessels, 2019, p. 3

Human-centred design
● Focuses on human capabiliBes, agency and responsibility and
oﬀers an alternaBve perspecBve
Example: What is the purpose of Predic4ve Policing?
● From a HCD perspecBve, at its basic level:
The purpose of a designed predicJve policing system is
to support the (human) police oﬃcers who are
responsible for prevenJng and ﬁghJng crime.
● Such a design system cannot be wholly technology-centred
– Technology is an enabler of human-centred
objecJves, rather than a panacea

Human-centred design
● Clearly, the human-centred approach requires deeper
understanding of users and contexts
– To adopt the human-centred mind-set is to adopt
an aPtude that is:
Curious
Empathetic

Humble

You?
Iterative

Imaginative
Collaborative
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● Research to understand requirements and problem context

CCI project research
In researching each of the four Focus Areas, LEAs conducted:
● Interviews with relevant experts and pracBBoners
● Reviews of state of the art in each Focus Area
● Research into current end-user pracBce
● Reviews of research ﬁndings and emerging themes
CCI partners also conducted:
● Review of ethical, legal and social issues

CCI project research
In researching each of the four Focus Areas, LEAs conducted:
● Interviews with relevant experts and pracBBoners
● Reviews of state of the art in each Focus Area
● Research into current end-user pracBce
– The nature of their roles and needs
– Preferences, concerns and values
● Reviews of research ﬁndings and emerging themes
CCI partners also conducted:
● Review of ethical, legal and social issues
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● Research to understand requirements and problem context

CCI project process — Design process
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● Analyse ﬁndings, generate insight and deﬁne soluBons

CCI project process — Design process
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● Analyse ﬁndings, generate insight and deﬁne soluBons
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● Design, prototype and develop speciﬁcaBons for Tools
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● Finalise, produce and demonstrate Tools
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Designed outcome = CCI Tools
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Next six months – Tool implementa4on & deployment

Importance of ‘front end’ Design research
● Research should not be used to simply ‘post-raBonalise’ ideas
held at the outset (or your ﬁrst idea)
– This is a waste of Jme, eﬀort and opportunity
●
–
–
–

Design research enables us to
‘Frame’ the focus areas and idenJfy perspecJves, problems and issues
IdenJfy users and stakeholders related to an area of focus
Mine for insight to generate new thinking and novel ideas

The challenge for CCI – Discover phase
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● Generate “insight” for input to DesignLabs
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Cutting Crime Impact
Innovating security solutions with
human-centred design
Part Three
Lessons from the front line
– Understanding end-users

Policing solu4ons – ReﬂecKons
● Too many tools / soluBons adopt a narrow concept of policing
– E.g. PredicJve Policing — Oﬃcers seen as chess pieces to be
‘deployed eﬃciently’ around the board
– Stems from militarisJc thinking?
● But this is not how policing actually works!

Fundamentally demotivating

Policing – Self-DeterminaKon Theory
● Human wellbeing requires saBsfacBon of three psychological needs:
– Autonomy – Need to be the causal agent in one's own life and act in
harmony with one's integrated self
– Competence – Seek to control the outcome and experience ‘mastery’
– Relatedness – Need to interact with, be connected to, and
experience caring for others
SOURCE: Deci, E., & Ryan, R. (2000). The "What" and "Why" of Goal Pursuits: Human Needs and the Self-DeterminaBon of

Behavior. Psychological Inquiry, 11(4), p. 227–268

Policing – Self-DeterminaKon Theory
● MeeBng these needs creates Intrinsic Mo4va4on

Autonomy

Competence
Intrinsic
Motivation

Relatedness

Engaging in a task for
the rewards inherent
in that task — such as
interest; enjoyment;
fulﬁlment

SOURCE: Deci, E., & Ryan, R. (2000). The "What" and "Why" of Goal Pursuits: Human Needs and the Self-DeterminaBon of

Behavior. Psychological Inquiry, 11(4), p. 233

Policing – Intrinsic moKvaKon
● Much policing relies on oﬃcers’ Intrinsic MoBvaBon
– In the autonomous nature of police work (e.g. oﬃcer discreJon in use of
police powers)
– Forming meaningful relaJonships with communiJes and partners to
address issues collaboraJvely
– Focus on ‘problem solving’ and acJon-oriented working
● Poorly designed and technology-centred soluBons can negaBvely
impact oﬃcers’ intrinsic moBvaBon
– Diminished concept of oﬃcers’ role as ‘pawns’ rather than players
– A focus on quanJtaJve targets rather than qualitaJve outcomes

Policing – Intrinsic moKvaKon
● Poorly designed and technology-centred soluBons can negaBvely
impact oﬃcers’ intrinsic moBvaBon
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Policing – Intrinsic moKvaKon
● Poorly designed and technology-centred soluBons can negaBvely
impact oﬃcers’ intrinsic moBvaBon
● Can have serious consequences
Competence

Relatedness

Policing solu4ons – Example
● PredicBve Policing degrades the value of “son policing”
– Appears to treat police oﬃcers like security guards — ‘manned
guarding’ approach
– Appears not to recognise ‘community engagement’ role of oﬃcers
– Appears to conﬂict with oﬃcers’ responsibility for making autonomous
decisions

Policing solu4ons – Example
● PredicBve Policing takes a ‘technology-centred’ approach
– Design shortcomings oYen framed as “user acceptance” issues
– Improvement eﬀorts tend to focus on more or beWer data — rather
than addressing usability

Policing solu4ons – Example
● PredicBve Policing takes a ‘technology-centred’ approach
– Design shortcomings oYen framed as “user acceptance” issues
– Improvement eﬀorts tend to focus on more or beWer data — rather
than addressing usability

“Data minestrone”

Policing solu4ons – Example
● PredicBve Policing takes a ‘technology-centred’ approach
– Design shortcomings oYen framed as “user acceptance” issues
– Improvement eﬀorts tend to focus on more or beWer data rather
than addressing usability
● Unfortunately, PredicBve Policing developers onen fail to address
data accuracy issues
● Fundamentally, PredicBve Policing developers fail to ask:
– In what ways might we support police oﬃcers to patrol the area for
which they are responsible?
– In what ways might we support police oﬃcers to engage eﬀecJvely
with ciJzens and partner agencies?

CCI project – next steps
● Partner LEAs are currently compleBng development of their Tools
– Eight tools are being developed — two in each CCI Focus Area
● Tools are being demonstrated in their working context and will be
revealed from April 2021

CCI project – next steps
● Partner LEAs are currently compleBng development of their Tools
– Eight tools are being developed — two in each CCI Focus Area
● Tools are being demonstrated in their working context and will be
revealed from April 2021
● Final CCI Conference in November 2021
– We hope to meet some of you there in person!

Thank you
Professor Caroline L. Davey

Andrew B. Wootton

c.davey@salford.ac.uk

a.wootton@salford.ac.uk

Next Webinar:
Date: Thursday 29 April 2021, 16.00–17.00 CET
Theme: Cutting Crime Impact – Part 2
“Community Policing”
Speaker: Dr Roberta Signori
Greater Manchester Police, GMP

